In this paper, we propose an application of Petri Net decomposition approach for the simultaneous optimization of dispatching and conflict-free routing for automated guided vehicles in the dynamic situation where transport requests are given in real time. The objective is to maximize the total throughput of the AGV transport system during the time horizon. In order to solve the dynamic problem, static problems are periodically solved when the transport requests are given to the AGV system. The dispatching and conflict-free routing are simultaneously optimized by the Petri Net decomposition approach. In the proposed method, the Petri Net is decomposed into several subnets for task subproblems and AGV subproblems that can be solved by the shortest path algorithm on the reachability graph. The local solutions for the subnets are coordinated by a penalty function algorithm. To ensure the generation of conflict-free routing, a new deadlock avoidance strategy is incorporated in the optimization algorithm. The effects of simultaneous optimization of dispatching and conflict-free routing are investigated for routing problems in dynamic environments.
Introduction
Multiple automated guided vehicle (AGV) systems are widely used for material handling systems in semiconductor fabrication bays, container terminals, and flexible manufacturing systems (FMS). For dynamic control of AGVs, dispatching and routing is executed in real time. The dispatching is to assign new transport requests to several vehicles and the selected vehicle is assigned to a routing and schedule for the transport task such that the transport can be executed. The routing is to determine a conflict-free routing for loaded vehicles from an initial location to loading locations to pick up products, and the route to some delivery locations or to some locations where idle vehicles are positioned without deadlocks and collisions.
The paper proposes a dynamic optimization of simultaneous dispatching and routing for bi-directional lane AGV systems. Currently, the dispatching and the routing decisions are executed separately for practical AGV systems. The main reason is the complexity of solving simultaneous dispatching and routing problem. The difficulty of dispatching problem is to predict congestions caused by the limited resource of lanes and positions for the routing of vehicles. The routing problem is to resolve the conflict and deadlock avoidance for multiple vehicles.
Deadlocks occur due to limited storages and resources in AGV systems. A traditional approach to avoid deadlocks is zone control. For deadlock avoidance control, several control strategies have been studied. The digraph analysis (1) , Banker's algorithm (2) , supervisor deadlock avoidance control of AGV systems. Most of deadlock avoidance control strategies adopt closed-loop control. However, they have much importance on feasibility rather than improving the total system performance. For routing problems, conflict-free shortest-time routes in a bi-directional lanes with time window graph (5) , collision avoidance algorithm (6) , and mathematical programming approach (7) have been addressed. However, the planning and optimization systems are often operated in an open-loop that may not be robust depending on certain initial conditions. The assignment of tasks to vehicles and the selection of routing influence the system performance. In the conventional works, they are not optimized in real time. Thus, this motivates the study on the dynamic optimization of simultaneous dispatching and conflict-free routing in this paper.
A Petri Net decomposition approach for the simultaneous optimization of dispatching and conflict-free routing for AGVs has been proposed (9) . A general decomposition procedure and coordination algorithm for dispatching and routing for AGVs is presented for static situations. The main reason to use Petri Net is that the optimization model can be easily modified with respect to changes of the AGV transport system model or constraints. In practice, transport requests are given in real time. For real time application, it is required to generate a conflict-free routing within a few seconds while satisfying the initial conditions and task assignment constraints. The decomposition approach is potential to solve the optimization problem in real time. The paper presents an application of Petri Net decomposition approach for dynamic optimization for simultaneous dispatching and routing for AGVs. In the proposed approach, static optimization problems are solved at every moment when transport requests are given. An effective decomposition algorithm is used for the simultaneous optimization of task assignment and routing with AGVs for dynamic situations. To ensure the feasibility of solution, new deadlock and blocking avoidance control policies are embedded in the optimization algorithm. The effects of simultaneous optimization for dispatching and routing are investigated for dynamic environments where requests are given in real time.
This paper consists of the following sections. Section 2 defines the problem statements for dynamic situations. Section 3 explains the Petri Net modeling for simultaneous optimization of dispatching and routing for pickup and delivery problem in the static situation. Section 4 introduces Petri Net decomposition approach used to solve the static problem. Computational experiments are executed to show the effectiveness of simultaneous optimization in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper and states future works.
Problem statements
In this section, the problem addressed in this paper is defined. The static problems are solved to maximize the total throughput of the AGV system with a fixed number of vehicles.
transport system statement
We consider an AGV system with the bi-directional or uni-directional guided path network with uni-directional vehicles. The transport system is defined as a set of nodes and edges. It is assumed that the graph of the transport system has the strong connectivity. In addition, at least two different paths always exist for all of the two nodes for the bi-directional transport system. Each node denotes a place where an AGV can stop or turn into several directions. Each edge represents a uni-directional or bi-directional lane. It is assumed that there are multiple vehicles in the system and a set of tasks is given at some moments. The following conflict avoidance conditions must be satisfied.
• Two or more AGVs cannot travel on the same node at the same time (resource constraint on each node).
• Two or more AGVs cannot travel on the same lane at the same time (resource constraint on each lane).
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• Each task is given as a sequence of nodes for loading/unloading points.
• More than one task cannot be allocated to each vehicle. There can be idle AGVs with no task.
• The number of AGVs is less than the number of nodes. There exists at least one empty node without the occupation by AGV. For modeling AGV systems, it is hypothesized that the length of unit time is defined as the minimum traveling time between two adjacent nodes. It is sufficient to define the loading/unloading time as an integer because the loading/unloading time is sufficiently large with respect to the unit time. If the loading/unloading time is real value, it can be integer by setting unit time smaller (interval between adjacent nodes). We consider that the velocity for vehicles is constant, but it can also be adjusted by setting the interval of adjacent nodes appropriately.
For simplicity, we use place/transition nets (PN) for timed Petri Nets where the firing duration time for all transitions is one. The loading/unloading time can be set arbitrarily if timed Petri Net is used.
Definition of dynamic problem
For dynamic environments, transport requests are given in real time. The set of new tasks is given at the same time. The ith set of tasks given from time 0 is denoted as T S i (i = 0, 1, . . . ) where |T S i | = l i . It is assumed that the set of tasks T S i+1 is given after I i time from the time when the set of tasks T S i is given. The number of new tasks l i and time interval I i are generated stochastically. Given a total time horizon H ∈ N, the objective of dynamic problem DP is to maximize the total throughput of AGV system with the minimum traveling distance for vehicles in time horizon H. Because the number of task is constant during I i time periods after the time when T S i is given, a static problem S P i is defined at every time when the set of tasks is given. It is assumed that the information of T S j ( j > i) and I j ( j ≥ i) is not available when the problem S P i is solved. The relation between the dynamic problem DP and static problems S P i is shown in Fig. 1 . In order to solve the static problem S P i , initial position of vehicles, initial state of vehicles (waiting, transporting, and traveling), and unfinished tasks in the set of tasks T S j (0 ≤ j < i) should be considered as the initial condition for S P i . The set of unfinished tasks in T S j (0 ≤ j < i) can be reallocated only when the AGV has not completed its loading, but the task allocation cannot be changed during the transport after the AGV has completed its loading. 
An AGV system can be represented as PN where place p v j ,x (1 ≤ x ≤ n) is introduced to model the existence of AGV v j on node x. The firing of each transition
denotes the traveling on a lane between the two adjacent nodes a and b for AGV v i . The resource place p o,x (1 ≤ x ≤ n) is introduced to avoid a collision on each node. Each AGV can travel to node x if node x is empty (there is a token on place p o,x ). Each task can be modeled as follows. p u i ,0 denotes the condition that task u i is not assigned to any AGVs. p u i ,v j ,z means the condition that AGV v j is not completed the traveling to the zth loading/unloading node for task u i . p u i ,1 denotes the condition that task u i is completed. p c,v j represents the resource place c for the maximum number of tasks that can be allocated for AGV v j . Once a task is allocated to AGV v j , a token is removed from resource place p c,v j . Then any tasks cannot be allocated to AGV v j . t u i ,v j ,0 indicates the event that task u i is assigned to AGV v j . t u i ,v j ,z means the event that AGV v j has completed the zth loading/unloading for task u i .
For 
Formulation of static problem
The static problem is formulated as an optimal firing sequence problem for PN.
is the set of places representing the assignment of task u i . Let M k be the marking at time k, and M i k ∈ Z +|P i | be the column vector for p ∈ P i . δ i,k ∈ {0, 1} takes the value of 1 if the task u i is not completed, and zero otherwise. δ i,k is introduced to formulate the total transition time. Let N t be the planning horizon that is large enough for all AGVs to complete their transport allocated at the time for the static problem. The total transition time (total completion time) can be formulated
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The task assignment and routing problems for l tasks and m AGVs can be formulated as the problem to find an optimal firing sequence in order to minimize the objective function J. The objective function for static problem must be defined to maximize the total throughput during the total time horizon. Makespan objective cannot be used for the Petri Net decomposition approach because it does not satisfy the decomposable condition. The total sum of completion time J = l i=1 
These relations can be represented by
The static problem can be represented by an optimal firing sequence problem:
subject to (3), (4), (5),
Petri Net decomposition approach
In this section, a Petri Net decomposition approach is applied to solve simultaneous task assignment and routing problems in the static environment.
Decomposition of Petri Nets
The optimal firing sequence problem is intractable to solve when the number of tasks and AGVs are increased. Therefore, the Petri Net is decomposed into several subnets by the Petri Net decomposition approach. The Petri Net is decomposable if the following two conditions are satisfied (10) .
( 1 ) The total objective function J is additive for each subnet i (
The final marking is not defined for duplicated place p ∈ P R , i.e. the final marking for place p ∈ P R is don't care term ( * ). P R is defined by Eqs. (10)∼(12). The entire Petri Net of task assignment and routing problems for l tasks and m AGVs can be decomposed into independent subnets if the places for the loading/unloading nodes for task u i (1 ≤ i ≤ l), the resource places representing the constraint of the maximum number of tasks allocated for each AGV, and the resource places to avoid collisions are duplicated. l independent subnets for the assignment of task u i and m independent subnets for the routing of AGVs are derived. The set of transitions T and the set of places P can be decomposed into
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comprising M k (p) for ∀p ∈ P i , ∀p ∈ P R , respectively. The firing condition for the PN is described as
by an appropriate integer matrix A
and 
From the decomposition scheme for places and transitions, PN can be decomposed into several subnets
by duplicating the set of places P R i . P R i is the set of places which corresponds to P R . w i is defined by using injection ζ i :
The final marking for P R is don't care term ( * ) from the decomposable condition. Therefore the final marking for PN i is defined as 
For example, we apply the Petri Net decomposition to the PN shown in Fig. 2 .
, the PN is decomposed into 4 subnets as shown in Fig. 3 . Duplicated places are represented by using prime symbols. However, m independent subnets for the routing of AGVs do not have the final marking, that is to say, the final marking for all of places for these subnets are don't care terms ( * ). The
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The objective function for each subnet i is defined as follows. The task completion time can be defined as 
where δ i,k is the function which satisfies
The total traveling distance for an AGV can be represented as
Optimization algorithm
If the subproblem is solved independently, the combined solution derived by solving subproblems for the decomposed subnets is not always feasible because the firing condition Eq. (14) is violated for place p ∈ P R . To derive a feasible solution for the original PN, the penalty function method is used where the penalty for violating the firing condition is included in the objective function. The weighting factor for the penalty function is gradually increased while the re-optimization for each subnet is repeated until a feasible solution is derived.
Step 1 Initial optimization The number of iterations N := 1. The subproblem for each subnet i (i = 1, 2, . . . , l + m) is formulated as 
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Step 14), and the derived solution has not been updated from the previous solution, the tentative solution is regarded as a near-optimal solution. The algorithm is completed.
Step 3 Re-optimization The subnet for the re-optimization is selected sequentially from subnet j to subnet j + 1 (if j l + m) or l + m to 1 (if j = l + m). The re-optimization for subnet j is executed on the condition that the tentative solutionsr i k (i j) derived at other subnets are constant. The objective function for the re-optimization step is formulated as Eq. (27) where ω (N) p, j is the weighting factor for violating the firing constraints for place p ∈ P R j at N th iteration. The subproblem is solved by the Dijkstra's algorithm (9) .
subject to (13), (15), (22), (23), (28) − (32).
The function α j,p,k (r 28) is the number of tokens that is violated from the firing condition of place p ∈ P R for subnet j at time k (9) . The marking derived at a previous iteration, firing vector is denoted byM k ,r k , respectively. These variables are expressed by Eqs. (29)∼(32) (8) .
constant and an element of column vector K j,k for place p.
(p ∈ P R j ; k = 0, 1, . . . , N t − 1).
Step 4 Increasing weighting factor for penalty function
The weighting factor for the penalty function is updated by Eqs. (33) and (34) using the derived solution r j k and the tentative solutionsr i k (i j) for other subnets. Δω is the parameter for updating weighting factors for the penalty function.
Step 5 In the optimization algorithm, the priority of tasks can be taken into account by setting the weighted of the completion time in the objective function.
New deadlock and blocking avoidance algorithm
The entire solution aggregated with the solutions of subproblems that is derived at Step 3 in the optimization algorithm is infeasible in most cases. For uni-directional lane, it is possible to construct a feasible solution from the tentative solution by using blocking and conflict avoidance policies (11) . If the entire solution combined with the solutions of subproblems derived at
Step 3 in the optimization algorithm is infeasible, the construction of a feasible
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Step 3 of the optimization algorithm. The merit of the introduction of this procedure is that a conflict-free routing can be obtained in less than a few seconds in the optimization algorithm. That makes it possible to use the optimization algorithm for the real time application. Additionally, the solution derived by the procedure might be better than the near-optimal solution derived by the optimization algorithm without the procedure. Note that the deadlock and blocking avoidance algorithm can be applied to uni-directional lane only. The conflict avoidance for a lane from opposite direction should be considered for the bi-directional transport system. The deadlock and blocking avoidance algorithm is described as follows. Fig. 4 explains each step of the algorithm. Output: a feasible conflict-free routing without deadlock traveling from initial position to loading point and unloading point. The algorithm consists of the following steps.
Step 1 Shortest path generation without considering other AGVs For a tentative solution of the algorithm in Section 4.2, the transport route may not always complete all the tasks assigned to each AGV. Therefore, a shortest path from the initial point to the unloading point, and a shortest path from the unloading point to the loading point of the allocated tasks is generated as shown in Fig. 4(a) . Conflict and blocking appears in the transport routing at this step. Set time k := 1.
Step 2 Collision avoidance with permanently stopping AGV Detect a collision at time k for AGV v i that is permanently stopping at a node and AGV v j ( j i) that is traveling to its destination. If a collision is detected, an adjacent node for the permanently stopping AGV v i is selected and then move the AGV v i to the adjacent node at time k without considering the conflicts as shown in Fig. 4(b) . Then return to Step 2. If all of collisions with permanently stopping AGV is eliminated at time k, then go to Step 3.
Step 3 Collision avoidance with traveling AGV Detect a collision at time k for AGVs that are traveling to the same node at the same time k. If a collision is detected, select an AGV among them and the traveling of the AGV is delayed by a unit time. Then return to the top of Step 3.
Step 4 Check the existence of a closed loop generated by the routing of AGVs Detect a closed loop generated by the routing of some AGVs. If there has no empty node in a closed loop, deadlock will be occurred. Then, another initial route from an initial point to the
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Step 5 Collision avoidance with temporarily stopping AGV Detect a collision at time k for AGV v i that is traveling to its destination with AGV v j ( j i) that is stopping temporarily. If a collision with temporarily stopping AGV is detected, the traveling of AGV v i is delayed by a time period to avoid the collision. Then return to
Step 5.
Step 6 Termination evaluation If k equals to the planning horizon N t , the algorithm is completed. Otherwise k := k + 1 and return to Step 2.
From the assumption of the strong connectivity of the graph for the transport system, there exists at least one adjacent node for every node at Step 2. The candidate of the initial generation of routes for each AGV at Step 1 of the algorithm is finite because the number of nodes and edges in the transport system and the planning horizon N t are finite. Therefore, a feasible solution is always derived within finite number of steps of the algorithm if there is a feasible solution for the tentative task assignment.
Note that the deadlock and blocking avoidance algorithm can be applied to uni-directional transport system only. The conflict avoidance for a lane from opposite direction should be considered for the bi-directional transport system. Illustrative example. Consider a loop-type transport system with 4 nodes and 3 AGVs. The initial position for AGV 1, AGV 2, AGV 3 is node 1, node 2, and node 4, respectively. The destination for AGV 1, AGV 3 is node 4 and node 1, respectively. AGV 2 is permanently stopping after its unloading, and AGV 3 is temporarily stopping for loading. After step 1 of the algorithm, a shortest path for AGV 1 is created as the dotted arcs shown in Fig 5(a) . Then at the step 2 of the algorithm, the permanently stopping AGV 2 is evacuated to its adjacent node 4 as shown in Fig. 5(b) . The step 2 is completed even though there is a collision for AGV 2 and AGV 3 at k = 1. When the step 5 of the algorithm is executed, the collision for AGV 2 with temporarily stopping AGV 3 at k = 1 is detected. Then the traveling for AGV 2 is delayed as shown in Fig. 5(c) . Subsequently, the step 5 of the algorithm is repeated. If the collision for AGV 1 and temporarily stopping AGV 2 at k = 1 is detected, the routing for AGV 1 is delayed as shown in Fig. 5(d) . Then the conflict at k = 1 is completely eliminated. AGV 3 is going from node 4 to node 3 and node 3 to node 1 after the loading for AGV 3 is completed. Consequently, AGV 1 can travel to its destination of node 4 by using the algorithm. 
Computational experiments
Computational experiments are conducted to show the effectiveness of simultaneous optimization in dynamic situations. The performance of the proposed method for the task assignment and routing problem is compared with that of a nearest neighbor heuristic task assignment with the conventional routing method on the fixed task assignment. A uni-directional transport system and a bi-directional transport system are treated as the example problem.
In the computational experiments, the computing time for solving S P i is sufficiently small for dynamic simulation. The vehicles are assumed to be stopping during the computations. However, it is also possible to consider the real computing time without stopping all of vehicles during the computation if the initial condition for S P i is set from the planning results of S P i−1 because a feasible solution for S P i−1 during time horizon N t is already given at the moment of solving S P i . The initial condition can be set from the solution of S P i−1 at the finished time of computation of S P i for the real time application.
Uni-directional transport system
A uni-directional transport system with 115 nodes and 128 lanes is treated. The layout is shown in Processor with 2GB memory is used for the computation. From the results, the total number of finished tasks is increased by 14.7% in average although the 10.3% of total traveling distance is reduced by introducing DBA algorithm in the optimization algorithm. This is because the setting of appropriate parameter Δω is extremely difficult to obtain a good feasible solution in the proposed method without DBA algorithm. DBA algorithm helps to find a better feasible solution although the computation time is slightly increased in the proposed method. 
Bi-directional transport system
The model of the configuration of the AGV system with bi-directional lane is illustrated in Fig. 7 . There are 17 nodes and 33 lanes in the system. A pick up and delivery task set T S i (0, 1, . . . ) is given in real time according to the interval I i ∼ N(μ I , σ The total time horizon for the dynamic transport problem H = 100, the planning horizon N t = 100 and there are 4 AGVs in the system. In the proposed method, DBA algorithm cannot be used in the optimization algorithm because DBA algorithm is configured to derive a feasible routing for uni-directional transport system only. Therefore, DBA algorithm is eliminated in the proposed method for the bi-directional lane. A nearest neighbor (NN) dispatching and the distributed routing method (8) is used as a conventional method. For NN dispatching, each task is assigned to minimize the estimate value of total task completion time without interference between AGVs. Ten instance problems are solved for each case of μ N = 4 and μ N = 5, respectively. The computational results of the dynamic simulation for total sum of task completion time (TCT), the number of finished tasks (Finished tasks), the total sum of the traveling distance for AGVs (TTD), and the total computation time (Time [s]) are summarized in Tables 2  and 3 . Figures 8 and 9 show the performance ratio (the proposed method / NN dispatching). The parameter Δω = 0.05 is used for the penalty function method and time horizon for the static problem N t = 50. A Pentium D 3.4 GHz with 2GB memory is used for the computation. In the case of μ N = 4, the results demonstrate that TCT for the proposed method is shorter than that of NN dispatching in average even though the number of finished tasks is larger than that of NN dispatching. TCT is improved by 3.55% and the number of finished tasks is increased by approximately 0.57 % in average as shown in Fig. 8 even though TTD for the proposed method is almost the same. In the case of μ N = 5, the results demonstrate that TCT for the proposed method is shorter than that of NN dispatching in average, the number of finished tasks is larger than that of NN dispatching, and TTD for the proposed method is shorter slightly than that of NN dispatching. TCT is improved by approximately 4.0% and the number of finished tasks is increased by 1.57% in average as shown in Fig. 9 . From these results, the performance of the simultaneous optimization of dispatching and routing is better than that of the separated dispatching and routing especially when the number of transport requests increases. Therefore the proposed method is shown to be more effective than NN dispatching for dynamic environments.
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Vol. 4, No.3, 2010 Fig . 8 The ratio of the performance of the proposed method and that of the NN dispatching (μ N = 4) Fig. 9 The ratio of the performance of the proposed method and that of the NN dispatching (μ N = 5) avoidance algorithm that is embedded in the optimization algorithm has been proposed. Computational experiments have demonstrated that total 1.57% of throughput can be increased while reducing 4.0% of total task completion time by simultaneous optimization of dispatching and routing in real time for the bi-directional transport system. The effectiveness of the proposed method has been demonstrated for routing problems in dynamic situations. Further research is to develop the deadlock and blocking avoidance algorithm to ensure feasible solution for the bi-directional transport system.
